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Consultant/Author/Prime Teacher/Ultimate Solution Provider/The 
TRUE coFounder of UNIocracy.org representing all Governments, or-
ganizations, churches, corporations, and individuals.

FortuneOne.org CreatorKeith.com BuiltByKeith.com BIDonkeith.com     
YodaKeith.org and all other entities procreated by Keith B Duncan.

By: Keith Duncan USA +1 770-377-2106 info@fortuneONE.org

Philippines (63)-0917-335-4300, Was Reno Nevado Office: (775) 888-
1631, USA personal +1 725-200-7683

CreatorKeith.com INC. 9120 Double Diamond Pkwy Suite 6309,  Reno 
Nevada  89521. youtube.com/@UNIocracy BuiltByKeith IseeStand

EMAIL:FortuneONE.org   SkypeID: BuiltByKeith2  WeChat: BuiltBy-
Keith  Twitter: BuiltByKeith2

Inventor:  www.IseeStand.org  www.PhoneCradle.ORG  Patents were 
Published, © TM 1984-2023. www.TeamMoneyMachine.com ©(r) 
WorldPTO.com also unifies 8 billion WE the People forever.

Author of World-Changing only evote.one FOIA.ONE ReinvestALL.-

com part of original 1976 SolutionGovernment.com +  Built-
ByKeith.com  + SolutionBankFraud.com + other world changing 
solutions that all alter the course of human history using 5Steps.life. In-
cludes TurnOffLights.com SolutionSafeWater.org + 153 others.

Use PayPal.com/BidOnKeith or Wire Transfer to Keith.
SolutionBankFraud.com  ANTI-FRAUD WARNING: This is Deposit only.

Your Bid: $__________USD for time period ______________, 2016.
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Company/Name: __________________________________________

Address:  ________________________________________________

City: __________________________   State: _____  Zip:__________

Contact phone/email: _______________________________________
Process: Our worldwide team helps you solve your primary problems and conflicts using uni-

versal  5steps.life  IseeSTAND.org was our registered patented global singular visual 
communication system manufactured in most countries. We do rapid visual problem 
mapping to increase your top and bottom financial lines by taking care of your concerns.  
WATCH:  http://youtu.be/nd0_oZh-FSY and  youtube.com/@uniocracy.org 
800 video podcasts to all mortals.

I, Keith Brent Duncan, using original BIDonKeith.com methodology, have bid out our extreme 
expertise to the highest bidder anywhere in the world.  I have spent 45 years in corporate 
America and overseas designing and creating multi-million dollar telecommunication,  
banking, computer, and process systems as well as deploying multiple entrepreneurial 
products and services. In the past seven years, I dedicated my life creating new business 
methodology as well as visual interaction tools IseeStand.org PhoneCradle.org. Both are 
prime products for all INTL markets of education, residential, and businesses.

For this www.BidOnKeith.com Consulting Agreement, a corporation, group, or individual 
bids on my next 1 to 4 day engagement in their city anywhere in the world.  I fly in from 
my current last engagement, then interview and brainstorm with your group on how to be 
more efficient. More importantly I brainstorm with your group how to actually be POSI-
TIVE in most situations while maximizing profits. I work for any organization and gov-
ernment. Here is how the process works.

1. Contact our teams at CreatorKeith@gmail.com  Call numbers above. Bid on our ser-
vices through our coordinator over the phone or through www.CreatorKeith.com.  Doc-
ument your #1 biggest issue or problem and we decide if our skills are adequate to benefit 
the majority of your government, organization, church, corporation and employees. If 
your bid is accepted, you are scheduled with a guaranteed start date time and overview of 
the process to help you solve your major relationship, legal, and financial issues using 
step-by step priceless processes that transform your business into ethical based profit 
making enterprises.
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2. I travel to your site by best method, usually commercial air or private aircraft. Housing is 
preferred at homes of corporate officers (or employees) so that additional consulting can 
be provided.  I typically work 16 hours daily because of my passion to serve others. 

3. Either send us a debit card with your BIDDED value on the card or deposit insured BID 
into Keith’s accounts.  I then pay my own expenses that you track. I will also use this 
funding to invest back into your project. Anything left over goes to my Holding Trust 
Fund for use by others like CEOSpace.net. If you don’t receive contracted value in 
the first hour, I return the value you feel I did not deliver up to the bidden amount + 
20% penalty. No questions asked.  I remain for 8 hours to accomplish your original ob-
jective.  This educational process will be delivered in record time as I truly never wish to 
be embedded in any organization as a prime consultant after generating BILLIONS of 
USD in profit for other Fortune 100 corporations per my resume.

4. What topic and brainstorm area can I help solve? The answer is almost anything because 
I am a #1 prolific problem solver unconstrained by corporate barriers and hypocrites that 
seem to be controlling most business and government enterprises. If I don’t deliver an 
immediate beneficial answer, I go learn what I need to deliver your solution. If necessary, 
I obtain your permission to confidentially consult with other business associates and your 
own people. We always guarantee results as this signed contracted agreement states that 
we MUST deliver more value than we receive. This is part of ProfitShareHolders.com 
where all members of an organization have a voting share in profits obtained after helping 
control all major expenses. If you are not happy, just subtract out the cost of anything we 
have bought and delivered to you, and we will reimburse you for any documented loss. 

5. During our engagement, we privately document everything for you using video and audio 
recordings. If approved, you get FREE publicity on our websites of the process we use to 
solve problems. This contributes to huge profits and savings for your business plans.

6. Do we have any limits? We are only limited by two things in our lives. The first is our 
health and the second is our brain capacity. For we can travel anywhere and make a suc-
cessful life with just those two items as long as we are healthy. You should try it some-
time, like before you grow old and feeble and look back on these years with regret.  For I 
will always be known as the TRUE MAN OF GOD (the ultimate Has Been), and not a 
NEVER WAS’.  How about you?  Contract with BuiltByKeith.com LLC today for re-
sults.
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Keith Duncan, Atlanta GS USA +1 770-377-2106 Philippines (63)0917-335-4300  
Skype: BuiltByKeith2 Email: BuiltByKeith@Gmail.com    WeChat ID: 
BuiltByKeith

DATE of SIGNATURE(s): _____________________________________________

YOUR SIGNATURE here: ______________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

Required:  Initial and date each of the pages above to ensure contract legal and ethical 
compliance that conforms to all jurisdictional laws between BidOnKeith and you.

Clearly we all work for GOD’s PEOPLE and ALL NATIONS for our entire lifetime. Now 
you and I = WE travel the world going to the places of greatest needs under protec-
tion of Sovereign Ambassador and Emissary of how to conduct ethical business 
transactions that truly are equally profitable for all who participate actively in my 
teachings. For this educational opportunity transcends all existing business strategy 
and cultural denominations. The creational credentials of Keith Duncan are beyond 
impeccable as we look forward to assisting humanity in preventing corruption, 
profiteering, and abuse of our own legal and financial systems. For when everyone 
benefits, everyone wins.  Welcome to the New ERA3 world that is truly BuiltBy-
Keith.com LLC and BidOnKeith.com Inc registered as the #1 Solution Provider of 
all time.  

When the LIGHTS of JUSTICE and EQUALITY are shown around the world using So-
lutionBUSINESS.org SolutionManifesto.com, You and my partners will achieve 
perfection on multiple divinely ordained websites and White Master Shepherd Dis-
sertations on the cause and effect of PREDATORY GREED and how to UNIFY all 
mankind.

CreatorKeith.com INC is a registered Nevada Holding Company that is the #1 Consulting 
and Products enterprise conglomerate chaired by the ONE person who has survived 
so many felony crimes committed by ONE SINGLE Cybercrime Terrorist named 
Robert Dee Rose.  Keith has contacted DOD, DOJ, FBI, AG, USMarshal, Con-
gress, the PRESS, and a host of churches with zero results because of the original 
sin of Predatory Greed. Are YOU the first to simple contact Keith now and Join the 
#1 Reformation Movement of all time based on the fact that UNIocracy.com is un-
breakable… and unifies all of humanity, one relationship step at a time…
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